14 Step Method Of Roulette
Synopsis

If you are new to Roulette, or you are a veteran of the game, this is a must read. 14 Step Method of Roulette will show you some old tricks re-imagined, and some brand new strategies designed to make Roulette not only fun, but profitable! 14 Step Method shows you what table to sit at, what to bet and when, and even how you can play off of a dealer’s pattern. As a special bonus you will learn a bet that will make you money on almost 7 out of every 10 spins! In Roulette there are patterns and tendencies, so let them work in your favor!
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Customer Reviews

it’s nothing but simple repackaging of the most killing system to a player in roulette, the martingale system. also the author makes a flawed calculation of net profit when he introduces what he calls his best system to win 68% of the time in roulette. the sad thing, i don’t think he realizes he had messed up the numbers, and ballooned the profit percentage !!!
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